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Rislone Octane Boost

Part #: 44747

SUPER CONCENTRATED OCTANE BOOSTER
Rislone Super Concentrated Octane Booster increases octane rating to stop engine
hesitation and knock & ping, while also increasing power & performance. Street
legal formula works equally well on classic muscle cars, newer smaller harder
working engines, off road and racing applications. Increased octane allows the
engine to run optimum spark timing which not only creates more power, but in many
engines reduces emissions and increases fuel mileage.
 Contains the highest concentrate of MMT Methylcyclopentadienyl
Manganese Tricarbonyl allowed for street use.
 Restores lost horsepower and performance.
 Antiknock formulation stops engine knock and pings caused by low quality
fuel.
 Typical results will increase octane over 30 points or 3 RON numbers.
 Works with all leaded & unleaded petrol, ethanol and racing fuel.
 Use with all fuel injected, direct injected & carbureted street, racing,
supercharged and turbo engines.

Note: This bottle includes a patent pending nozzle and flow
valve which allows it to be easily poured into ALL gas tanks,
including capless (no petrol cap) systems. This flow valve
delays the start of pouring to help prevent liquid from spilling
and damaging the vehicle finish like other competitive
brands.
Instructions: Remove cap by squeezing and turning at the
finger tabs and remove foil seal. Gently tip bottle and
completely insert spout into petrol tank opening, allowing
entire contents to empty into tank. Results will be either
immediate or noticeable within a few days of driving.
Dosage: One bottle is concentrated to treat up to 76 L of
petrol. For small engines, use ¼ bottle for every 19 liters.
Safe to use on vehicles with oxygen sensors and catalytic
converters.
Will not void manufacturer’s new vehicle
warranty.
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